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Personal story 
or message

My commitment 
to you

My view on 
safety

• Brief yet sincere statement 
on why safety matters to 
you

• Stick to the same topic 
through each part (ie. PPE, 
Stop Work, Working at 
Heights, etc.)

• Personal safety-related 
experience or topic that you 
are passionate about

• Does not have to be work-
related – we should be safe 
at home and work!

• Wrap-up by sharing your 
commitment

• What can we expect from 
you going forward?

Safety Stump Speech
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Data available in the 2021 Marathon 
Oil Annual Sustainability Report
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What does “Stop The Job” mean?
What are some examples of Proactive STOPS?

• “Can I take a look at your certification before we get going?”

• “Let’s take a step back and think about this...”

• “I’m a little unclear on the plan…Can we go over that again?”

• “I’m not comfortable proceeding until we can get the right 
tool for the job.”

• “Let’s find a stopping point — conditions have changed and 
we need to group up.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
10 minutes (59/180)In the opening video, we heard an HES professional say, “Many folks think stopping the job means hitting a big red button that shuts down operations across the asset. Rarely is this the case. Most of the time it’s just a conversation. BUT IT TAKES COURAGE.Admitting “I’m a little confused, can we go over that again” or saying “Wait a minute — should we really be standing here while operating that equipment?” isn’t a big deal, but it takes courage. And it takes leadership support. And I can assure you, at any location that has a Marathon lease sign, you’re going to get that support. Or else, we need to find a different leader. Most of the time, STOP THE JOB  is just a conversation, “but I can guarantee you it’s the most important conversation you’ll have that day...”Let’s talk about Stop The Job. [ASK] What does it mean to you? What are some examples of PROACTIVE STOPS? [Facilitator Note: Await participant examples. Guide them in the direction of proactive interventions before something has been done “wrong.”][Facilitator Note: Show bullet list of responses— hopefully this captures some examples cited by participants.]Now let’s think about some of the more REACTIVE STOPS we have had to intervene with over the last few months or years.[Facilitator Note: Await responses and personal stories of Stopping the Job.][Facilitator Note: Transition to next slide that shows Life Critical Tasks where STOP WORK is even more critical.]
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